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SURVEY RESULTS

QBR SURVEY RESULTS FOR STANDARD QUESTIONS
CURRENT ACTIVITY
Tables 1 and 2 report the
most recent results of the St.
Cloud Area Business Outlook
Survey. Responses are from 62
area businesses that returned
the recent mailing in time to be
included in the report. Participating firms are representative of the diverse collection of
businesses in the St. Cloud
area. They include retail, manufacturing, construction, financial, health services and
government enterprises both
small and large. Survey responses are strictly confidential. Written and oral comments have not been attributed
to individual firms.
Survey responses from
Table 1 are improved from
three months ago, and four of
the eight responses are the
best ever reported in the February survey. This quarter’s
diffusion index on current
business activity is 30.7 with 47
percent of surveyed businesses
reporting increased activity
over the past three months.
Note that the all-time low for
this index was in February
2009 when its value stood at
minus 30.5. A diffusion index
represents the percentage of
respondents indicating an increase minus the percentage
indicating a decrease in any
given quarter. For any given
item, a positive index usually
indicates expanding activity,
while a negative index implies
declining conditions.
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Area labor market conditions remain strong. The index
on employment is considerably
higher than one year ago. February hiring appears to be
much stronger than usual,
perhaps explaining why the
average length of workweek
measure is the lowest it has
been in the last two years. As
noted elsewhere in this report,
area firms may be making
permanent additions to their
workforce while at the same
time reducing the hours
worked of existing employees.
The employee compensation
index (see accompanying
chart) is down a little from last
quarter, but has been 50 or
above for all of the surveys in
the last year. Area firms continue to struggle with attracting qualified workers. Nearly
one-third of surveyed firms
experienced increased worker
shortages this quarter.
More than one-third of survey respondents report increased capital spending in the
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recent quarter, and only two
firms reduced capital formation. Firms’ perception of national business activity slipped
in the recent quarter — the
reading on the current national
business activity index is the
lowest recorded since November 2013. Finally, while the
prices-received index is higher
than last quarter, only 21 percent of firms report higher
prices this quarter. More than
two-thirds of surveyed firms
report no change in pricing.
As always, firms were asked
to report any factors that are
affecting their business. These
comments include:
» (Tenant) is moving out —
$60,000 per year impact.
» We raised the minimum
wage to the $9.50 level already
but it may not be enough. Having problems hiring now.
» Unrelenting pressure on
prices coupled with the ever
increasing government regulations and giveaways to those
that don’t really want to work.
Customer expectations and
demands also make it very
difficult to run our type of business successfully.
» Hiring experienced engineers.
» We are struggling to fill
certain positions.
» As of Jan. 1, 2015, we
closed our … business.
» Medical insurance, uncertainty.
» Cost to operate in Minnesota. We compete nationally.
» Finding individuals appreciating a job, and committing
themselves to be a valuable
member of the team.
» Excess state and federal
regulations are unnecessarily
increasing construction costs!

FUTURE OUTLOOK
Table 2 reports the future
outlook for area businesses.
While the six-month ahead local
outlook remains solid, it is
somewhat weaker than it has
been in recent years’ February
survey. The lower numbers
may suggest a maturing local
expansion. The index on future
overall business activity is
higher than was reported last
quarter (this is a normal seasonal effect), but is the lowest
recorded in our February survey since 2010.
Sixty percent of surveyed
firms expect increased activity
in six months, and only 6.5
percent expect conditions to
worsen. Forty-two percent of
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firms expect to expand payrolls over the next six months,
and only three firms expect to
trim employment. The index on
length of the workweek is
much lower than it was one
year ago. More than half of
surveyed firms expect to pay
higher wages by August and no
firms expect lower employee
compensation. Consistent with
the current conditions discussed in the previous section, the
outlook for future national
business activity slipped this
quarter — the index on this
item is the lowest recorded
since August 2013.

ital spending. While 31 percent
of surveyed firms expect higher capital expenditures by
August, as can be seen in the
accompanying figure, the index on this item has leveled out
in recent quarters. As interest
rates begin to rise and the effect of an appreciating currency begins to be felt, we may
see this index begin to decline
in future surveys.
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As the local expansion matures, so too does planned cap-

With lower energy costs and
a stronger dollar, many of the
price pressures that were of
concern in recent surveys
seem to have moderated. The
index on future prices received
is 24.2, which is considerably
lower than last quarter’s reading of 33.8. Two-thirds of sur-
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veyed businesses expect no
change in prices received by
August. Still, it is worth noting
that no firm expects lower
future prices, and the pricesreceived index in Table 2 is
considerably higher than it was
one year ago.
Finally, the area labor shortage is expected to continue into
August 2015. Thirty-two percent of surveyed firms expect
increased difficulty attracting
qualified workers over the next
six months, and no firms expect the worker shortage to
diminish. With a value of 32.3,
this is the highest February
reading on this survey item
ever recorded.

SPECIAL QUESTION 1: LOCAL RETAIL STORE CLOSINGS
To what extent is your firm concerned about the recent
wave of retail store closings in the St. Cloud area?
Since the beginning of the
year, the local media have been
keen to report on a number of
closings of local retail establishments. The authors of this
report have largely seen this
as a natural outcome of a dynamic, modern market economy. After all, there have been a
lot of business openings also
and the way that customers
engage in the retail experience
has undergone considerable
change in recent years. According to DEED, the highest
number of business closings in
retail was in 2006, with 56
firms closing in the St. Cloud
Metropolitan Statistical Area
(and 42 opening.) In 2012, the
last year available, only 30
retail firms closed (and 46
opened.) Still, the recent retail
store closings do seem to come
up in casual conversation
across the community, so we
thought we would ask area
business leaders what they
thought.

Two-thirds of surveyed
firms expressed some degree
of concerns with the recent
closings. Only 30 percent of
firms were “not at all concerned” about store closings.
Most firms consider this of
“small concern” or “medium
concern.”

COMMENTS
» It’s a cycle. I call it thinning of the herd.
» We’re a nationwide provider; concern relates to attracting and retaining employees.
» Business closings are
always a concern. Seems we
are losing top tier retail and
being replaced with dollar
stores.
» Normal evolution of retail
and continued erosion to online
sales.
» Concerned for the visible
signs of decay that could affect

St. Cloud in general.
» When they close we have
more people out of work and
retail is important.
» Closings are probably due
to increased online retail.
» It’s always concerning
when you see businesses close.
At the same time, we are also
seeing new businesses enter
the market.
» We do not see it as a
“wave” but rather economic
forces impacting bad business
models.
» Things may have expanded more than they should have,
so this is maybe just a weeding
out process that has to happen
from time to time.
» While there have been
retail store closings, there
have also been retail store
openings. In order for a forest
to remain healthy and grow,
some trees have to be allowed
to die to make room for prosperous new trees. Kmart effec-

tively closed years ago.
» It means more workers
looking for jobs, which is good
for our business.
» It will help as new tenants
open stores; we’ll get (more
business).
» I would be more concerned if LOCAL business
ownership either went out of
business or sold to large corporations not based in St. Cloud.
» Although not a direct impact to our company, I think it
speaks for the overall business
climate that if we’re in an expanding economy. Why are so
many businesses closing their
doors?
» Concern stems from impact on local economy and
potential impact on families of
our employees.
» Economy is not what it
should be after six years of
“stimulus.”
» My thoughts are, that
retail in general is changing.
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As online purchases keep increasing, like they are, and in
my opinion continue doing so,
retail stores will decrease.
Between the cost of the four
walls, and the definite increase
in employee costs, online sales
will be less expensive and
ultimately attract the consumer.
» Sudden closures is somewhat unsettling.
» I see it as a correction in
the marketplace.
» Employment in the area is
always a concern.

